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B Y  P A T R I C I A  S T A I N O

W
hen Stephen Moore confronts a fresh canvas in the 
studio behind his house, he’s not working alone. All 
of his brushes and tubes of paint are infused with the 
memories of his art mentors, most notably Eleanor Seng. 

“Eleanor was in my head the whole time I was 
painting in France,” he says, “and she’s still there. When I get stuck,  
all the little Eleanorisms come back to me.”

Moore, a family physician who lives near Raleigh’s Cameron Village with 
his wife, Gigi, and her two young daughters, has been painting his color-
drenched visions since he finished school in 1980. Now featured in galleries 
across the state and most recently spotlighted at this year’s Beaufort Wine 
and Food Weekend, Moore is a respected painter best known for seaside 
landscapes around the world that echo the original Fauvist movement.

Lost and found
The spark ignited back in the fifth grade when Moore took an art class 
at a community center in his hometown of Burlington. Every week his 
eccentric teacher tackled a new kind of project — one week it was clay, 
the next it was papier-mâché. Nothing was off-limits. Moore enjoyed 
each journey of discovery. Unfortunately, his teacher returned  
to Chapel Hill after a year, ending the weekly adventure.

Years later, Moore entered the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill thinking he’d become an oceanographer. 

“You go to college, and how do you know what you want to do? I 
didn’t know what I wanted to do,” he says. “I wanted to stay with the 
ocean. I loved the ocean. So now I paint water.” 

Moore completed his undergraduate degree and decided to enter 
Carolina’s medical school. There was little time for artistic endeavors, but 
that all changed as he was preparing to start his residency in Greenville.

A member of his research group introduced him to a girl who 
happened to be an art student. They became friends, and when she 
showed Moore her work, his urge to create returned. He picked up the 
book Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain and hungrily worked his 
way through each and every page. Then, while spending time  
at a local art store, he spied a small woman with dark cropped hair, and 
memories of the community center of his childhood flooded his mind.

Carolina Artists

The Natural
A physician by occupation, Stephen Moore continues to be inspired by a childhood 
teacher to spend his free time painting seaside landscapes in bright, intense colors.

“I wanted to stay with the 

ocean. I loved the ocean.  

So now I paint water.”

Moore’s paintings are often 
compared to that of the French 
Fauves, a group that includes  
henri Matisse.

Reprinted with permission from Our State magazine. Reprinted with permission from Our State magazine.



“Are you Mrs. Seng?” Moore 
asked. Eyeing him skeptically, she 
replied, “Yes. Who are you?”

Reunited with his childhood art 
teacher, Moore fell in love with 
creating art all over again and 
began taking weekly lessons at 
Seng’s home while finishing medical 
school. The lessons dropped off 
during his years of residency, but 
when he finally moved back to 
Raleigh, he spent much of his free 
time with Seng, soaking up all she 
could teach him. 

So how does one learn to 
paint from somebody else? 
“You just paint with them,” 

Moore says. “You make mistakes. 
You look at what they did, and 
you look at what you did, and you 
learn from it. There might not be 
any mistakes when you’re making 
art, but some paintings clearly are 
better than others.”

Living art
Seng’s teacher was Emil Holzhauer, 
an avant-garde painter in the early 
20th century who studied at the 
feet of members of the Ashcan 
School, a movement that rebelled 

against the more genteel and 
“pretty” images that were popular 
then. The group was known 
for depicting the darker side of 
American life with shadows and 
harsh lines. Some may find it ironic 
that Seng’s own work was far more 
colorful and abstract, a style that 
Moore has adapted in his own way. 
But the philosophy of the Ashcan 
School was to instill artwork with 
life, and Moore believes he learned 
that from Seng early in their 
working relationship.

When he got stuck, it was 
Seng’s voice that pushed him out 
of the rut, encouraging him to 
stop thinking so much and just 
paint what he saw. “She’d say, 
‘Do something, even if it’s wrong.’ 
When we got too analytical, we’d 
say something like that: ‘We need 
to paint some other way than how 
we’re painting right now.’”

The Fauves (the word is French 
for “wild beasts”) were a group  
of artists in the early 20th century 
who rejected representational art 
for works that focused on intense 
color and exaggerated painterly 
qualities. The most famous Fauve 
was Henri Matisse.

 “A lot of people say that I am 
derivative from the Fauves, and  
I do love the French artists —  
the Fauves in particular,” says 
Moore. “But that’s not where I 
learned to do it. I learned to do it 
from Eleanor.”

Storytelling in advance
The majority of Moore’s works 
are landscapes, and most of those 
are seaside towns — in North 
Carolina, France, Italy, Greece, 
and Mexico — transformed by 
bright, intense pigments. He finds 
inspiration by the water but notes 
that each location is unique, has 
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ART in Embassies

Stephen Moore is a participating artist in the ArT in embassies Program, 
a kind of “global” museum exhibiting artwork by United States citizens 

in the public spaces of approximately 180 diplomatic residences around 
the world. established in 1964 by the United States Department of State 
(at the urging of President and Mrs. Kennedy), the program displays art on 
loan from galleries, museums, individual artists, and corporate and private 
collections to provide international visitors with a sense of the American 
landscape and culture. 

working with the ambassadors, the program’s curatorial team develops 
exhibits for each residence around a particular theme that reflects the host 
country’s traditions and culture. Currently, more than 5,000 works of art 
including paintings and sculpture of all styles and media are exhibited at 170 
embassies around the world. 

Moore’s work hangs in the residence of north Carolina’s Ambassador James 
P. Cain in Copenhagen, Denmark. Cain was appointed by President George 
w. bush in the summer of 2005. Prior to that, his experience in law, business, 
and sports culminated in the position of president and chief operating officer 
of the Carolina hurricanes, a job from which he stepped down after the team 
went to the Stanley Cup finals in 2002.

Ambassador and Mrs. Cain wanted the artwork in their residence to reflect 
the landscape of light and greatness found in north Carolina, to symbolize 
the sense of expansiveness and natural beauty found from the blue ridge 
Mountains to the beaches of the Atlantic Coast. Moore’s Sail Boats Porting 
depicts the warm, sensual colors of the coastline, while other works showcase 
small towns, wildlife, mountain scenes, and even abstract tonal compositions.

exhibitions like the one in Cain’s residence allow guests to learn about 
American history, customs, and values through the eyes of some of our 
nation’s most creative and expressive citizens.

Reprinted with permission from Our State magazine.
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affected him differently, and is 
reflected in its own hues.

“A painting is a story you 
conceive of in advance,” he 
explains. “You have a very good 
idea of what you’re going to do, 
and it’s a story that grows in the 
telling. Some people draw each 
painting out carefully, but I don’t 
do that. I lay in areas of color 
to define the structure of the 
painting, starting off with a color 
I think is important or one that 
interests me, and then I’ll do the 
painting around that.”

In the early days, he painted 
from life, sitting hour after hour in 
front of the scene he was depicting. 
This included the places he knew 
well — barns and tobacco farms of 
Greenville, small bungalows lining 
the streets of downtown Raleigh, 
sand and surf of Parker’s Island, 
Virginia — and culminated in 
several trips overseas, including one 
to Nice, France. After that, demand 

for paintings of Nice was so great, 
Moore learned how to paint all over 
again, this time from photographs 
and memory in a studio. 

For Moore, Nice is where he really 
began to embrace his love of color 
and make it the focal point of his 
paintings. It’s never the same for 
Moore, whether it’s because the 
subject and location require a fresh 
hue or simply because he finds a cool 
new color at the art supply store that 
he wants to use right away.

“It’s all paint, and it’s all good,” 
he says.

When he first began learning 
with Seng as an adult, Moore 
exhibited his work at some shows 
she arranged. Later on, he showed 
his work to friends, owners of the 
ArtSource gallery in Raleigh, and 

they asked if they could represent 
some of his pieces. Now, his art can 
be found in a number of galleries 
around the state, and he often 
finds himself working furiously 
to produce enough paintings in 
time for a scheduled show. His 
art even hangs in the American 
embassy in Copenhagen, Denmark, 
through the ART in Embassies 
program. Seng was proud of these 
accomplishments but was baffled 
by his insistence on continuing  
to practice medicine.

“Family medicine is not black 
and white,” Moore says. “It’s all 
about the patients and their needs 
and taking care of them. Being 
a doctor is not an uncreative 
thing. … Medicine and art are not 
incompatible.”

And that’s why on his Tuesday 
afternoons off, don’t look for 
Moore on the golf course. He’ll 
be in his small studio behind the 
house, awash in the colors of that 
particular day.

Seng died this past February at 
the age of 82. Not long after her 
death, Moore’s mother gave him  
a note his teacher had written 
about him during those community 
center art classes. Reading the note 
to himself, Moore still gets choked 
up when reminded that his “dear, 
dear Eleanor” always believed that 
he would paint professionally, that 
he was a “natural,” and that he 
would grow into an excellent artist 
and teacher.

Moore now mentors young artists 
who show promise, including 
one of his patients, whose work 
is prominently displayed over the 
fireplace in his home. She’s torn 
between wanting to be a writer and 
an artist but is currently working  
as a writer.

“She’s a natural. … I know that 
she can paint; she just doesn’t 
believe,” he says. “I didn’t believe 
either, but Eleanor did.

“You’re always learning. You’re 
always growing,” he continues. “If 
you ever start doing the formula 
painting, you will stagnate; you 
will stay in one place. And I don’t 
do that. … It’s always a new 
adventure.” 

Patricia Staino is a freelance writer 
living and working in the Triangle.

to know more
For a link to Moore’s website, go to 
www.ourstate.com, and click on  
“This Month’s issue.”

Left: now a teacher himself, 
Moore aims to help his students 
build their confidence, just as 
his mentor, eleanor Seng, did 
for him.

Below: Moore depicts his love 
of the coast in a scene from the 
Southport harbor.

Reprinted with permission from Our State magazine. Reprinted with permission from Our State magazine.


